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1. Let f > 0 be in L1 of the circle group, f its Fourier transform and 
D,(f) the determinant of the (n + I)-section of the Toeplitz matrix off; 
i.e., 
D,(f) = det{f((i -j>>~+,, . 
If f # 0, and p,, = DnlDnpl , then it is a well-known theorem of G. Szegi5 
(see [6]; p. 44) that 
1 
pn+p = exp- 
s 
‘= 
2s-r 0 
log f (0) d0, (1) 
where the right hand side is to be interpreted as zero if log f is not summable. 
In case f is complex valued and D,(f) # 0, at least for all n sufficiently 
large, it is possible to form pLn and ask whether (1) still remains true, provided 
log f is given a suitable determination. The best result in this direction is due 
to E. Reich [8] b ase d on an idea of G. Baxter [2]. The result is that if f = g&, 
withg, h, l/g, l/h in H” and at least one of the functionsg or h is continuous, 
then (1) is true for a suitable determination of logf. Of course, this result 
does not encompass the Szego theorem. 
It is the purpose of this paper to give several classes of complex valued 
functions for which (1) remains valid. The results which we shall give 
contain the SzegG theorem, except when p = 0, as well as the result of 
Baxter-Reich. In our development we make use of Beurling’s theorem [3] 
on the generation of H2 by an outer factor, which shows that Szego’s theorem 
can be made a consequence of Beurling’s theorem. Unfortunately, we have 
not been able to encompass all our results under one neat statement but 
have several different statements which are not comparable. Nevertheless, 
if AZ designates the principal argument of a complex number z, then our 
results go some way toward establishing the following: 
1 Supported by grant No. GP-2089 of the National Science Foundation. 
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CONJECTURE. If f ELI, f # 0, a.e. and there ist y E H” so that l/y E II”, 
and /I Ayf llLo < n/2, then (1) is valid for a suitable determination of log f. 
2. We think the development will be clearer if instead of stating a formal 
theorem at the beginning we proceed in a somewhat more discursive way. 
Let us begin by supposing thatf E L1 and for all sufficiently large integers n, 
the determinant D,(f) is i d ff erent from zero. This means firstly that for n 
sufficiently large we can form the numbers prr and secondly that there is a 
unique polynomial 
u,(O) = 1 f 2 f&(k) eiko 
k=l 
such that 
c 277 e-ike u, f dl9 = 0, 1 <k<n. 
JO 
Indeed, if we write out the relation (2) as a set of n linear equations in terms 
of the Fourier coefficients of u, and f we see immediately that the determinant 
of coefficients of the “unknowns” {z&(k) : 1 < k < n} is D,-, . If we set 
1 v, = - j”” I u, l”f d0 = $ j;Imunf d8, 
27r 0 0 
and look at the (n + 1) linear equations (2) and (3) it is immediate that 
DTL pn - vn = Dn-1. 
Next, let us suppose that log 1 f 1 is summable and there is a function 
y E H” so that l/r E H” and /I Ayf Ilrn < n/2. From the fact that /f 1 and 
log If 1 are summable it follows from the well-known Szego factorization 
theorem [6; p. 241 that 
lfl=l@12> (4) 
where @ is an outer factor in Hz. Further, since 11 Ayf /lrn < p/2, it follows 
from the considerations of [4] that we may write 
Y 
eiAf = - 
?P* 
(z* = complex conjugate of z), (5) 
where Y and l/Y are outer factors in H’J for some 4 > 2. Hence using (4) 
and (5) we may write 
f=&*, where g=w and h=;, 
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and g and h are outer factors in HP, for some p > 1. It is clear that 
f(0) = &- 1”” u,g d0 and 
0 
k(O) = $1: u,h de. 
For any nth degree trigonometric polynomial of the form 
qn(e) = 1 + 2 $(k) exp 2X8, 
1 
it follows from (2) and (3) that 
Pn =$ 
s 
277 
w(q&)* de. 
0 
Therefore, we can write 
/An -j(O) h(o)* = & 1’” ung(q,h)* de - $S’” z&g de 
0 0 
1 
f 
277 
=-- 
27 
un@ 
0 
i g ha@ - 40) Yl* 1 de. 
Apply the Schwarz inequality to give 
I Pn -m m* I G II un@ II * II Qn@ - 40) y II > (7) 
where /I * /I indicates the usual12 norm. Since B(O) = 1, and f;(O) = 6(0)/p(O) 
it follows that qn@ and /i(O) Y have Fourier series with the same constant 
term. Therefore, since @ is outer in H2 and YE H2, it follows by Beurling’s 
theorem that we may find a sequence {qn} of one-sided trigonometric poly- 
nomials with k(O) = 1 so that II qn@ - h(O) Y )/ -+ 0. Therefore, if it is true 
that )I U, @ 11 = O(p,J, it follows from (7) that 
I.e., 
pn --f p = j(O) f;(o)* = / 6(O) 12 z . 
vJ* 
In order to show that the limit in (1) is valid we must show that there is a 
suitable determination of logf so that 
t(O) I;(O)* = exp &- JaD logfde. 
0 
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Now, it is not at all clear that there is a determination of logg and a deter- 
mination of log h so that 
J(0) = exp & 1”” logg de, and 
0 
d(O) = exp & SzV h de. 
0 
However, such a formula does hold for Y. Indeed, since Y is an outer factor, 
it may be extended to be analytic inside the unit disk. Designating the exten- 
ded function by the same letter Y, for any 0 < Y < 1 and 0 < 0 < 277, 
where 01 is any argument of Y(O) (see [3]). Hence if we set Y,(e) = Y(reie), 
then for each 6’ we have a determination of log Yr(t9) given by 
log u,(e) = log I y,(e) I + ic log I y,(e) I + ia, (10) 
where C is the conjugation operation. Indeed, the function on the left side of 
(10) is an analytic function of z = reie for 1 x 1 < 1. 
From the inequality 
1 
(1% I y I)” < I y I2 + pqg > 
and the fact that Y and l/Y are in H2 it follows that log I Y ] is in L2. From 
the fact that log j Y,.(0) 1 is harmonic in x + ;Y = reie, with boundary values 
log ] Y 1 , as r + 1, it follows that 
log / Y, I --+log I Y I in L2 as r-+ 1. 
Since C is a bounded operator from L2 to L2, it follows that 
Clog]Yr/+Clog1Yj in L2 as r+ 1. 
From (9) it follows that 
y(e) = exp [log 1 q’(8) 1 + ic log 1 ye) I + LX], 
and hence there is a determination of the logarithm of Y given by 
logY=loglY] +iclog]Yy +ior, (11) 
and indeed from (10) we get log Y, +logYinLsasr+l.Theresult(11) 
can also be obtained without extending Y analytically into the unit disk, 
and indeed it is valid for very general situations (see [5]). 
It is clear that by following the same procedure as above we get a determi- 
nation of the logarithm of Y* given by 
logY*=logIYyI -zClog]YI -LY, 
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and therefore a determination of log Y/Y* is given by 
log & = 2i[C log 1 Y 1 + U]. 
Therefore, a determination of log f is given by 
logf=logIfI +10&. 
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(13) 
Since the right side of (12) is in L2 and log 1 f / is in L1 there is no problem 
about integrating (13). If we do this and recall that /f 1 = 1 0 I2 and @ is an 
outer factor we get 
1 
1”” logf de = & j”” log 1 @ I2 dtl + & 1”” log & dfl -Go 0 0 
= log j 6(O) I2 + 2ior. 
Exponentiate both sides and, recalling that 01 is an argument of p(O), we get 
I&(O) 12$$ = 
1 
exp - 2rr 1”” logf de. 
0 
But the left side of (14) is the limit of pn as n -+ co. Consequently, we have 
found a determination of log f for which (1) is valid. 
3. The validity of the results of the last section depended upon several 
assumptions. Outside of the basic assumptions that If 1 and log If I are 
summable and there is a y E H” with l/r E H”, so that II Ayf Ilm < 7r/2, we 
also supposed that 
and that 
Qz(f) z 0, for all sufficiently large n, (15) 
where t.~% is D,JDnml and u,, is the unique one-sided trigonometric polynomial 
with leading coefficient 1, which is determined by the equation (2). The 
relations (15) and (16) are, of course, at the heart of the difficulties of the 
problem. 
Let us set q~ = Y/Y* and T+, the corresponding Toeplitz operator. T, 
is defined in the following way. If L, is the Laurent operator defined on L2 
by L,u = IJJU, and if E is the projection of L2 onto Hz, then TV shall be EL, 
restricted to H2. Further, let us designate by Hn2(@) the (n + I)-dimensional 
subspace of H2 generated by the functions {eik8@ : 0 < k 6 n}, and let P, 
be the projection of L2 onto H,2(0). 
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PROPOSITION 1. If there exists an m > 0 and an N so that ,fw all n > N 
and all u E Hn2(@) we have 
m II u II < II P,J’p II , (17) 
then the relations (IS) and (16) hold and moreover 
u,@ -9 in Ha as n+co. 
PROOF. Let us first prove (1.5). Let Hn2 = Hn2(1) be the (n + l)-dimen- 
sional space generated by the set {eik8 : 0 < K < n}. If v ELM with 
v - 2 6(k) eike, 
k=-m 
set 
E,,v = 2 8(k) eikO. 
k=O 
In other words E, is a map from L1 onto H,2. The determinant Dn( f) is the 
determinant of the linear operator acting on Hm2 given by 
T,P = &fP. 
Suppose p E H,,2 and T,p = 0; then for all n sufficiently large and for 
q E H,2 we have 
m II P@ II G II PJqp@ II = sup iI (FP@ I q@) I : II @ II = 11 
‘1 2n 
= sup _ I I 2m of~~*d’Ul~~ll=l~ 
= suPW,P I q) : II q@ II = 1) = 0. 
This shows that p@ = 0. Since 0 is an outer factor, it is different from zero 
a.e., and hence p = 0. This means that the operator T,, is nonsingular which 
of course means that D,(f) # 0. 
Since D, # 0 we can find the unique polynomial given by (2). If p E H,,z 
we have 
j(O)* pn = zl;; j-‘” p,+P@@)* de. 
0 
If (1 p@ (I = 1 we have I P(0) C&O) I2 < 1 or 1 P(0) 1 < l/l 6(O) 1 . 
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Therefore, 
m II u,@ II < II PJ’,u,@ II = sup {I (w@ I P@) I : II P@ II = 11 
=~~P{l~~~~cL~I:IlP~II=~} 
This gives us the relation (16). 
Finally to prove (18), for any p E Hn2 we have 
Hence, 
= sup 0 j(O) I I t%l - .m &9* I : II P@ II = 11 
Since the Fourier expansions of u,,@ and &0)/Y have the same constant 
terms, &0)/Y E H2 and @ is outer, there exist polynomials qn E Hn2 so that 
<JO) = 1 and 
Consequently it follows from (17) and (19) that 
m II%@ - qn@ II d II f’J,(@ - 49) ll 
(20) 
Since (I P,Tp, II < (1 T, II < 1, it follows from (8) and (20) that zr,@ - qnD + 0 
in H2 as n-+ CO. This in conjunction with (20) gives our conclusion. 
4. The results of the last section show that in order to get conditions 
under which (1) is valid it is sufficient to obtain conditions under which (17) 
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is valid. Of course, the inequality in (17) is a variation on the theme of Baxter 
and Reich. In this section we shall develop two noncomparable sets of con- 
ditions for which (17) and therefore (1) is valid. 
PROPOSITION 2. If 1 f 1 and log 1 f / are in L1 and ;f [I Af Ijm < r/2, then 
the inequality (17) is valid. 
PROOF. Let u@ E Hn2(@) and let us project yu@ onto &s(a) to get v@. 
Indeed, v@ = P,qzu@ = P,T,u@. We may write 
p@ = v@ + G, (21) 
where G ELM 0 Hn2(@). Multiply both sides of (21) by (~a)* and integrate 
over the unit circle. Since G 1 Hn2(@), we get 
(22) 
Since Ag, = Af, it follows from the hypothesis on Af that Re g, > m > 0. 
If we take the absolute value of both sides of (22), apply Schwarz’ inequality 
to the right and the fact that Re g, > m > 0 to the left, we get the 
inequality (17). 
REMARKS. It is clear that the same result is valid if the range off is con- 
tained in a wedge of opening less than TT. It is also not hard to see that under 
this case the relation (1) is valid with log f defined for any suitably fixed 
branch of the logarithm function. In particular we can choose the principal 
branch of the logarithm. In connection with the relation (18) see also 
F. V. Atkinson [l; p. 1931. 
As is usual, for f E Lx we define the spectrum off by u(f) = (n : f(n) # 01. 
Let us designate by C-” the closure in L” of the set of q EL” such that u(q) 
contains at most a finite number of negative integers. Clearly H” C C-“, 
the continuous functions are in C-“, the product of a continuous function 
and a function in H” is in C-“, etc. We have not, however, been able to 
characterize the elements of C-“. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose f is a complex valued function such that 
If 1 = eU+c*, 
where u eLrn, 11 v jlm < rrr/2 and C is the cotzjugation 
y E H”, so that l/r E H” and 
II Arf IL < $ . 
(23) 
operator, and there is a 
(24) 
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Then we may write 
f= pq2&gh*, (25) 
where @, l/Q, Y, l/Y are in HP for some q > 2, and g = @Y, h = Q/Y. 
If in addition g/g* or h/h* E C-“, then the inequality (17) is valid. 
PROOF. From (23) it follows that ( f 1 and l/l f / are in Lp for some p > 1 
(see [7]). This in conjunction with (24) gives (25) in the same way as in 
Section 2. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that h/h* E C-“. Otherwise 
we could consider f * which reverses the original roles of g and h. Indeed, 
setting p = Y/Y*, since T, * = T,* and PnTq* restricted to Hm2(@) is the 
adjoint of PnTv restricted to Hn2(@), t i immediately follows that if the 
inequality (17) is true for P,T,*, it is also true for PnTp, . 
As in the proof of proposition (2), let u@ E Hn2(@) and let us project 
p@ onto Hn2(@) to get v@. We have 
where G E L2 and G J- Hn2(@). 
Theformof IfI g iven in (23) is the condition given by Helson and Szegij [7] 
that the projection operator, E, from L2 onto H2 shall be bounded in the 
spacesL2() f I de) andL2(d6/l f I); i.e., the Lebesgue spaces with the weighted 
measures If 1 d0 and de/l f I . It also means, as already noted, that f and l/f 
are in HP for some p > 1 and hence by Szego’s factorization theorem 
) f I = I @ 12, where @ and l/D are in HP for some q > 2. 
Let us set 
Q = G@*; 
then Q E L1, and for every v E Hn2, 
s 
277 
s 
2?r 
v@G* = vQ* = 0. 
0 0 
This means that u(Q) is contained among the negative integers and the 
integers greater than n. Since Q E L2(&9/l f 1) and E is a bounded operator 
in this latter space we may write 
Q=Lt-H, (26) 
where L = (I - E) Q, H = EQ. Both of the functions H and L belong to 
the space L2(&// f I), and therefore L/CD* and H/CD* belong to L2(&3), and 
hence L and H belong to Lp(dB) for some p > 1. 
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It is clear that o(L) is in the negative integers and therefore 
K :-: L/Q* E (H*)l. Because of,the position of the spectrum of Q it follows 
that o(H) is in the integers greater than n. We can therefore write 
p&D = K + v@ + g , K E (fly. 
Multiply (27) by (qK)*/y and integrate to get 
2n z&K* o=j -= 
0 Y s 
~~,.,*de+j~~v~K*de+j~~~de. 
(28) 
If q EL” and u(q) is contained in the integers greater than - (n + 2), we have 
(29) 
Further, since I/ Ayg, /lco < 7r/2, it follows that 11 A(cp*/y) Ilrn < rr/2; and 
since / p*/y / is bounded away from zero, there exists a S > 0 so that 
Re 2 >, 6 > 0. 
Y (30) 
If we combine (28), (29), and (30) 
Let M, = sup 1 1 /y 1 . Since for any q EL” with u(q) in the integers greater 
than - (n + 2) we also have q/y EL” with u(q/y) in the set of integers 
greater than - (n + 2) we have 
Now, CD/Y = h, and since h/h* E C-“, for any z > 0 there exists such a q so 
that 
M,~~&-+E 
for all n sufficiently large. Therefore, for any l > 0 
6 II K II < M* II v@ II + E /j g ji I 
for all sufficiently large n. 
(31) 
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Next, let us multiply (27) by (yp?H)*/@ and integrate. We get 
0 = j’” z&H)* de 
0 
= I 
2n K hw* ~ dli’ + jr V#J q d0 + jf (yv)* j $1’ d0. 
Q, (32) 0 
Let M2 = sup 1 y ] . Using the fact that Re (yv)* > 7 > 0, we get from (32), 
In Eq. (31) choose ik?,~ < $/2. Then from (31) and (33) we get 
(33) 
(34) 
Returning to (27) and using (31) and (34) we get 
9MII4l (35) 
where M is a fixed constant independent of n. This concludes the proof. 
Let us collect all of the previous results into one statement. 
THEOREM. Let f be a complex valued function dejined on the circle group. 
Then the limit formule (1) is true for a suitable determination of log f under 
each of the following circumstances: 
(4 Ifl andblfl are in L1 and 11 Af /Im < rr/2; 
(8) there exists a y E H” such that l/y E H” and 
II&f Ilm ~$3 1 f I = eU+cv, (36) 
where u EL”, II v Jim < 7712 and C is the conjugation operator, and finally 
g/g* or h/h* E C-“, where from (36) it follows that f = gh* with g, h, l/g, 
l/h in HP for somep > 1. 
REMARK. The hypothesis of the theorem of Baxter-Reich is contained 
in the condition (j3). Indeed, if f = gh* with g, h, l/g, l/h in H” then the 
Toeplitz operator T, is invertible and from [4] it follows that (36) is valid. 
Moreover if g or h is continuous, then g/g* or h/h* belong to C-“. 
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